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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship 
between additive functionals and entrance laws. The relationship between 
additive functionals and measures has been studied for a long time by 
many authors. See [Dl], [D4], or [GS] for some recent results. In this 
Introduction we shall give the definitions needed to state our main results. 
We shall try to formulate our results quite generally and introduce 
additional assumptions only as needed. 
Our notation, for the most part, is fairly standard. For example, if 9 is a 
a-algebra, 9* denotes the g-algebra of universally measurable sets over F. 
However, there is one point on which we wish to warn the reader. We use 
the American convention for limits. For example, lim,V _ , or lim,Yi, are what 
the French would write as lim, j ,,., +, or lim,Y, i,, respectively. 
1.2. Our basic data is a stationary Markov transition function 
p,{x, B) in a standard Bore1 space (E, 8) subject to the following con- 
ditions: 
1.2.A. p,(x, E) -+ 1 as t JO. 
1.2.B. (t, X) -+ p,(x, E) is C&3+ x 6’ measurable for each BE &. 
Here ~3~ is the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of 10, cc [. 
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1.2.C. If pI(x, B) = p,(y, B) for all t > 0 and BE 6, then x = y. 
We define the transition semigroup ( Tl),,O on measures and functions 
fE d as follows: 
In this paper f E 8 means that f is a positive &’ measurable function. 
A family v = {v,; t E R} of a-finite measures on (E, 6) is an entrance rule 
if v,T,-~<v, for s<t and v,T,-,f v, as st t. An entrance law v is an 
entrance rule such that v, = 0 for t < 0 and v,T,-, = v, for 0 <s < t. A 
family h = {h’; t E R} of positive 6 measurable functions is an exit rule if 
T,-,h’<h” for ~<t and T,-,h’fh” as rls. An exit law h is an exit rule 
such that h’ = 0 for t > 0 and T, _ $ = h” for s < t < 0. An excessive measure 
(resp. function) is an entrance (resp. exit) rule that is independent of t. In 
this paper excessive function means an & measurable excessive function 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in 
[D3] one sees that if h = (h’) is an exit rule then (t, X) -+ h’(x) is 99 x E 
measurable where 9 = Q(W) is the o-algebra of Bore1 sets in IR. Similarly if 
v = (v’) is an entrance rule t -+ v,(B) is 9I measurable for each BE 8. If v is 
an entrance rule 
v= s v, dt Ii-8 (1.2.1) 
is excessive provided it is a-finite. If h is an exit rule the function 
t&j h’dt (1.2.2) 
R 
is an excessive function. 
Let v be an entrance rule and h an exit rule with 
v,(h’= “3) =0 for all 2. (1.2.3) 
Let A be a point not in E and set E, = E v (A ). We suppose that we are 
given a set Q and for each t E R a map X,: $2 -+ E, such that for each w E R 
there exists a non-empty open interval ICC(W), B(o)[ with X,(w) E E if 
~((0) < t < b(o) and X,(o) = A otherwise. We suppose further that for each 
te R there is a map 8,: Q --+Q satisfying X,o8,=X,+., t3t0s=6,+,, 
(roeI =a-- t, and 800, =p-- t. For any interval ZE R let 9(Z) denote the 
a-algebra generated by X, with t E I. In particular set F =9(R), 
$PG,=9(]-oo,t]), and P,,=F([t, co[). Note that 0;‘9Gz~9G,+J for 
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t, s E R. We assume that for each v and h subject to (1.2.3) there exists a 
unique a-finite measure Ps on (52,F) such that for each t E R 
P%u < t, x, E 45 t < B) = VA&) h’(y) ( 1.2.4) 
and for t, < ... <t, in R 
In [Kl], Kuznetsov has shown that this may always be accomplished if Sz 
is taken to be an appropriate space of trajectories. His argument shows 
that if v is an entrance law, then 
P!!(Q) = sup{ v,(h’): t E R}. (1.2.6) 
Formula (1.2.6) is also valid if v is an entrance rule and h is an exit law. 
If h > 0 is an excessive function and p an entrance rule with 
p,(h = co) = 0 for all t, then it follows from (1.2.4) and (1.2.5) that for 
YsPGt and ZEN,,, 
P;( Y, St < t < /?, Z) = P$ YP:f,(Z), CI < t < fi), (1.2.7) 
where Pf,.r = [h(x)] ‘Pft and v = vJ’.’ is the entrance rule defined by 
v:“(dy)=p,-,(x,dy) if t>s and v;-~=O if t<s. Note that d,P,,.,=P ,s-,, ~. 
Here P ,s,. ~= Pj.,. Of course, P:,, = 0 if h(x) = cc. 
In general we omit parentheses wherever possible. Thus if YE F we 
write 
QY=Q(Y)=j YdQ 
if Q is a measure on (Sz, 5). Also if cp: Sz + CJ is 919 measurable we write 
(pQ = (p(Q) for the measure (pQ(n) = Q(p-‘(A) defined for /i E B. Similarly 
we write F]a, b[ in place of P(]a, b[), etc. 
We shall drop the superscript h from our notation when h = 1. We adopt 
the familiar convention that a function f defined on E is extended to E, by 
f(d ) = 0 unless stated otherwise. 
Let g and h be exit rules such that for some fixed t, g’(x) = u(x) h’(x) a.e. 
v,. It then follows from (1.2.5) that 
Pf( Y, t < /I) = P’: Yu(X,) for YEAS,. (1.2.8) 
Similarly if v and p are entrance rules such that v,(dx)=u(x) p,(dx) for 
some fixed t, 
P;(z, CI < t) = P;zv(x,) for ZEP~,. (1.2.9) 
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1.3. We assume that the process X is right, that is: 
1.3.A. The a-algebra 8 is generated by the functionsf on E such 
that for every o, f(X,(o)) is right continuous on la(w), D(u)[. 
1.3.B. If J is k-excessive for ,? >, 0, then f(X,) is right continuous 
on ]cq fl[, P: a.s. for every h and v subject to (1.2.3). 
We let d, denote the set of all positive bounded functions f having the 
property described in 1.3.A. Obviously 8 is generated by &,, and 8, is 
closed under multiplication and contains the positive constants. It follows 
from 1.3.A that (t, o) -+X,(o) is 99 x 9 measurable. 
1.4. For each w E Q, let A(w, .) be a measure on ([w, 97) that is 
carried by la(w), fl(o)[. Then A is an additioefinctionaf (AF) provided: 
1.4.A. A(8,o, f) = A(@, Z+ t) identically for o E 52, t E [w, and 
z-E&?. 
1.4.B. For each open interval Z let A’(o, .) denote the restriction 
of A to I. Then there exist finite kernels AA(o, .) from (0, 9(Z)*) to 
(Z, 69(Z)) such that A/=x, AL. 
In 1.4.B, Z need not be bounded, in particular Z= Iw is permitted. Recall 
that the definition of a finite kernel means that for each o, Ai(o, . ) is a 
finite measure on (Z, 9(Z)) and that w + Ai(o, Z) is 9(Z)* measurable for 
each ZEN?. Extending AL(o, .) to be zero on the complement of Z we 
may regard each AL as a kernel from (0, q(Z)*) to (II& 9) that is carried 
by I. It follows that if ZeSJ and ZcZ, then w-t A(o, ZJ is 8(Z)* 
measurable. Let g,(o) = AL(o, I). Then 06 g, < cc and g,EP(Z)*. If 
(P,,~ is the indicator of {k 6 g, < k + l}, k =O, l,..., then AL,,(w, .) = 
(P,+(W) A,!,(@, *) are bounded kernels from (Q, F(Z)*) to (Z, g(Z)) with 
A = C A!,,. In other words one may suppose that each Al, in 1.4.B is a 
bounded kernel. If A(w, .) is a measure on B! carried by [a(o), b(o)] that 
satisfies 1.4.A and 1.4.B, then we shall call A a generalized additive 
functional (GAF). 
It is easy to check that if fE d with 0 <,f < cc and A is a GAF, then 
(f*A)(w f) = j .f(X,(w)) A(G df) f 
(1.4.1) 
is again a GAF. In particular, if A is a GAF its restriction to ]cr, /3[ given 
by 
is an AF. 
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Let P be one of the measures P’: defined in subsection 2.2. If A is a GAF, 
we say that A is P-continuous (or just continuous if no confusion is 
possible) if for P almost all o the measure A(o, . ) is diffuse (i.e., does not 
charge points). Two GAF’s A and B such that A(o, . ) = B(w, . ) for P 
almost all w are said to be P-equivalent. 
If A is a GAF, YE~xX,PEB’, and sEiR, then 
jr Y,A(dt)d3,=jr+A Y,+,oB,A(dt). (1.4.2) 
In what follows A is a GAF unless explicitly stated to be an AF. Suppose 
that P is 8, invariant; that is, 8, P = P for all t E R. For example, this is the 
case if v is an excessive measure and h is an excessive function. If YE B x 9 
satisfies Y,o$,= Y,+,y, then by (1.4.2), a(r)= Pjr Y,A(dt) is a translation 
invariant measure on [w, and consequently 
Y,A(dt)=(o-u) Pl’ Y,A(dr) (1.4.3) 
lwvl 0 
for v > U. The measure 
Iln(C)=Pj’ lc(X,)dA, (1.4.4) 
0 
on (E, &) is called the characteristic measure of A relative to P. Note that if 
2 is the restriction of A to ICC, p[, then pJ = pLa. It follows from (1.4.3) and 
( 1.4.4) that 
P j 
w 
f,(x,) A(dt) = j ~Afi) dt 
Iw 
(1.4.5) 
for each f,(x) in !??I x 6. It is known that if A and B are P continuous 
additive functionals and pA = pB is a-finite, then A and B are P equivalent. 
This is proved under various assumptions in [A], [Dl], [GS], and [R]. 
The proof in [R] based on Motoo’s theorem carries over readily to the 
present hypotheses. It is clear from (1.4.4) that pA does not charge P-polar 
sets. A set C c E is P-polar provided P(X, E C for some t E [w) = 0. 
1.4.C. Remark. It is immediate from (1.4.3) with Y= 1 that if 
p,,, is o-finite, then for each fixed U, A {u} = 0 a.s. P. In particular if I is an 
open interval with compact closure 1, A(Z) = A(I) a.s. P. Of course, A may 
have discontinuities which depend on w. 
1.4.D. Remark. If A is a GAF, then A’= C, A{ t} E{, where E, is 
unit mass at t, is a GAF. Moreover A - A’ is a continuous AF. Thus if A is 
P-continuous it is P-equivalent to a continuous AF. 
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1.5. We now fix a strictly positive excessive function h and an 
excessive measure m with m(h = co) = 0. Then Pk is 8, invariant. It follows 
under these assumptions that (h = 00 > is both P, and Pk polar. Let A be 
an additive functional with pa relative to Pk a-finite. Let f be in C$ defined 
in subsection 1.3. It follows by standard arguments that for each interval I 
(1.5.1) 
and that if u > 0 
(1.52) 
where T: is the semigroup corresponding to the stationary transition 
function 
Because of 1.3.A formulas (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) remain valid for every f E 8. 
Note that (1.5.1) is false if A is a GAF charging ~1. Let A be an AF and let 
,u and ,uh be its characteristic measures relative to P, and Pk, respectively. 
It is shown in 2.1.A that #(dx) = h(x) I provided p is o-finite. 
Given an additive functional A with pclA relative to P, o-finite we define a 
family of measures v, for s E R! by 
v,(f) = pt?l ~lf(x,..MW=Lj-; T,f(X,)A(dt) (1.5.3) 
0 
if s>O and v,=O if s<O. Since vST,,=v,+. for s,u>O, v=(v,) defines an 
entrance law provided each v, is o-finite. We say that v is the entrance law 
corresponding to (A, P,). 
1.6. We may now state our main results. 
THEOREM 1.6.1. Let v be an entrance law such that the measure V defined 
by (1.2.1) is a-finite. Let h be a strictly positive excessive function such that 
supt v,(h) < cx). Let I(rs denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure 
V6 = li v, dt with respect to V and put P = Pt. Define 
A; = 6 - ’ j; $&C,) ds, F(s, t) = v,bW,) + vt(hll/s). 
Then Ai converges in L2( P) as 6 J 0 for each finite u tf and only if 
K = F l’lyi o (A) - ’ j’ j’ F(s, t) ds dt (1.6.1) 
0 0 
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exists and is finite. In this case there is a generalized additive functional A 
such that 
@P(Af,-A,)‘=0 for every finite u, (1.6.2) 
where A, = A(]O, u]). A is P-continuous zf and only tf K = 0. If A is P- 
equivalent to an additive functional, then the entrance law corresponding to 
(A, P,) is v. 
Simple examples-see 5.1~-show that the functional A constructed in 
Theorem 1.6.1 may, in fact, charge {CC} or {j}. In the continuous case the 
condition ( 1.6.1) may be simplified. 
THEOREM 1.6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6.1, 
o = l$ hi ss’v,(h$,) (1.6.3) 
always exists. The limit K in (1.6.1) exists and is zero tf and only zf o = 0. 
Hence a = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a P-con- 
tinuous additive functional A satisfying (1.6.2). 
We now fix an excessive measure m and strictly positive excessive 
function h with m{ h = co } = 0. The next theorem is a partial converse of 
Theorem 1.6.1. 
THEOREM 1.6.3. Let A be an AF and let v be the entrance law 
corresponding to (A, P,). Suppose that V is o-finite and that Pk(A,) < co. 
Then there exists a version $, of dC,fdC, a Pk null set 1;2,, and a bounded 
93 x 93 x B measurable function (~~(t.4, co) such that, for every o $ Q, and all 
u E R, except possibly one, 
(1.6.4) 
and ‘pO+(u, o) = lim,, o. q~~,,Ju, co) exist. Moreover if t JO through a 
sequence (p*(u, o) + cpo+(u, o) a.e. Pi. If A is continuous, then 
F; s- ‘MAW,) =Pit Jo1 qp,(u) A(du), 
and the relation (1.6.2) holds if and only tf 
5 ; c~o+(u)A(du)=O a.s. P,. 
(1.6.5) 
(1.6.6) 
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Remark. Perhaps we should emphasize that the GAF constructed in 
Theorem 1.6.1 does not depend on the version of $s used in the definition 
of A*. 
1.7. We next describe the main result of this paper which gives a 
complete correspondence between entrance laws, measures, and continuous 
additive functionals. We fix an excessive measure m and a bounded strictly 
positive p E d such that h = Gp is finite a.e. m. Here G = sg T, dt is the 
Green operator or potential operator of the semigroup T,. The existence of 
such a p is a transience assumption on T,. 
We suppose that the right process X satisfies, in addition to 1.3.A and 
1.3.B, the following condition: 
1.7.A. If y is an excessive measure with y < m, then there exists a 
version v E & of dy/dm such that P, a.s. t + v(X,) has no oscillatory discon- 
tinuities on ]a, p[. Here u: E + [0, m] may take infinite values and the 
statement about oscillatory discontinuities means that t -+ v(X,) has left 
and right limits in [0, a] at each t E ]u, b[. 
In subsection 5.2 we shall discuss conditions that are sufficient for 1.7.A 
to hold. 
We introduce: 
1.7.B. A class JV of entrance laws v such that V(p) = 1, iJ<m, 
and 0 defined in (1.6.3) satisfies (T = 0. 
1.7.C. A class J& of measures p such that p(h) = 1, and p does 
not charge m-semipolar sets. A set S c E is m-semipolar provided that P, 
almost surely the set {t: X, E S} is at most countable. 
1.7.D. A class ol of continuous additive functionals of (X, P,) 
such that PiA( [0, 11) = 1. (We identify P,, equivalent functionals.) 
THEOREM 1.7. Zf p E 4, ,uG < m. We define three mappings 
(1.7.1) 
as follows: ,a = j(A) is the characteristic meaure of A relative to P,; v = k(p) 
is defined by v, = pT,; and A = Z(v) is defined by the formulas 
A(dt) = v(X,) &dt) (1.7.2) 
J,,=lim6-’ “$h(Xt)dt i‘ in L*(P:), (1.7.3) ‘5 1 0 0 
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where v = dC/dm with v as in l.l.A and $a is defined in the statement of 
Theorem 1.6.1. Then lkj is the identity. The mapping v = i(A) given by 
(1.7.4) 
is the inverse of 1. The inverse of k is the mapping p = k”(v) given by 
P(B) = PAX,, E B). (1.7.5) 
Here X,,, is a measurable function from (52, &+) to (E, &)-So+ = 
n,s,O 9-10, s] - with the property that there exists a family do of bounded 
positive functions in & such that: 
1.7.E. For each f E &, and v E JV almost surely P,, t -+ f(X,) is 
right continuous on 10, fi[ andf(X,+)=lim,L, f(X,). 
1.7.F. &, is invariant under the semigroup (T:), , 0 where 
T:f(x) = h(x)-’ T,@)(x). (1.7.6) 
1.7.G. & is generated by 8,. 
If ZEF,,, then 
f%wi+ I= p;.x,+(z) as. P$, (1.7.7) 
for each v E Jf. 
The meaning of X0+ above is better understood if one notes that a=0 
almost surely P, since v is an entrance law. Thus a.s. P,,, X0+ =X,+ and 
because of 1.7.E, G, X,, is actually the limit of X, as t 1 CI in the metrizable 
topology on E generated by &, almost surely P, for each v E A’“. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. In this subsection m is a fixed excessive measure and A is an 
additive functional. Recall the definition of the entrance law corresponding 
to (A, P,) in (1.53). Also if v is an entrance law, V= f? v, dt and 
V, = j;~ v, dt. For brevity we put A,= A]O, u] for u>O. Then 
A,EY]O, u+]*= n,,, 910, t]*. Let h be excessive with m(h = 00) = 0. 
Since Pk is invariant under 0,, it follows that if PkAu < co for some u > 0 
then PiA =0 for every UE R. Thus A]O, u[ = A]O, u] a.s. Pk, and so 
A, is measurable relative to the completion of 910, u[ with respect o Pk. 
We shall use this fact without explicitly mentioning it in the sequel. Let 
p= pLa be the characteristic measure of A relative to P,,,. 
580/62:2-8 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let p be o-finite. Then: 
(a) An entrance law v corresponds to (A, P,) tf and only if v, = pT, 
for t>O. 
(b) Zf v corresponds to (A, P,,,), then for every excessive function h 
with m(h = co) = 0 and every f E d 
PkA,f(X,) = V,(hf) for u > 0. (2.1.1) 
(c) Let h be a strictly positive excessive function. Suppose PkA, < co. 
Zf an entrance law v satisfies (2.1.1) f or every f E b,, then v is the entrance 
law corresponding to (A, P,). 
(d) Let m{ h = co } = 0 and PL A, < co. Zf v corresponds to (A, P,), 
then 
v,(hf)=C, j1f(X+s)A(4. 
0 
(2.1.2) 
In particular hp is the characteristic measure of A relative to Pk. 
(e) Suppose an entrance law v corresponds to (A, P,) and (A*, P,). Zf 
Pk A 1 -C 00 for some strictly positive excessive h with m(h = CC )= 0 and if A 
and A* are P,,-continuous, then A and A* are P,-equivalent. 
Proof Assertion (a) is an immediate consequence of (1.4.4) and (15.3). 
If v corresponds to (A, P,), then using (1.2X), (1.5.2), (1.4.5), and (a) we 
find 
P!Lf(JL) Au = P,(fh)(X,) A, = P, j” (fh)(X,) A(dt) 
0 
= Pm j; T,,-,(P)@-,) A(dt) = j"L(f71) dt= v,(Jh), 
0 
which proves (b). 
Assume the hypotheses of (c). By (1.4.3), PLAu = uP;A,. Since h is 
excessive v,(h) is decreasing in t. Using (1.2.6) and (2.1.1) with f = 1 gives 
P:(Q)=lim v,(h)=lim u%,(h)= P$,A, < co. 
[lo UlO 
Let f E 8,. Then t + v,(hf) = P’: f(X,) is right continuous on 10, co[ 
because Pt(oz # 0) = 0. Let r] be the entrance law corresponding to (A, P,). 
Then by (b), V,(hf) = Fj,(hf) for u > 0 and hence v,(hf) = r],(hf) for t > 0. 
Since n,(h) = v,(h) < co it follows from 1.3.A that h(x) n,(dx) = h(x) v,(dx), 
and hence q = v, proving (c). 
For (d) we shall first prove: 
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2.1.A. Let h be excessive with m(h = co) = 0, and let A be an AF. Let p 
and ph be the characteristic measures of A relative to P, and P:, respec- 
tively. rf,ah( 1) < CO, then p(h) < co. Zf p is a-finite, then $(dx) = h(x) p(dx). 
Proof: Let Z(n,k)= [(k- 1) 2-“, k2-“[, k= l,.,., 2”; n= 1, 2 ,.... Then 
asn-+co 
f 
k=l 
and so 
PiA, = lim F PL[A(Z(n, k)); k2-” < p] 
” k=l 
= lim 5 P,[A(Z(n, k)) h(X,,-,)I 
’ k=l 
= lim P, F A(Z(n, k)) h(X,,-.). n k=l 
(2.1.3) 
Applying Fatou’s lemma twice and using (2.1.3) we obtain 
~(h)=P,j’h(X,)A(dt)$P:(A,)=ph(l), 
0 
establishing the first claim in 2.1.A. 
We prove the second claim, first assuming h is bounded and p is finite. It 
then follows from (2.1.3) that PLA, Q MP, A, < co where M is a bound for 
h. Hence for f E 8, the following is justified by the bounded convergence 
theorem. Let AA,, = A(Z(n, k)). Then 
Pk 16’ f(X,) A(dt) = lim 5 Pk f(Xk2-") AA.,, 
n k=l 
= lim 5 P,(hf )(xk*-“) dA,k = P, 1’ (Jh)(x,) A(dt). 
” k=l 0 
Using the properties of 6, we obtain the conclusion of 2.1.A when h is 
bounded and ,u finite. 
Let h be excessive and finite a.e. m. Choose bounded excessive functions 
h,fh. See [G, Sect. 21. By (2.1.1), P$A,fPkA,. Applying this to the 
additive functional A*(dt) = f(X,) A(dt) for f a bounded function in d we 
see that ,uhn f ph. Hence p’(dx) = h(x) p(dx) for h as in 2.1.A and p finite. 
Finally, if p is a-finite and 0 < g < 1 satisfies p(g) < 00, we apply what has 
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already been proved to B(dt) = g(X,) A(&). Noting that am= 
g(x) I and &(dx) = g(x) @(dx) completes the proof of 2.1.A. 
Returning to the proof of (d) let v: be the finite measure defined by the 
right side of (2.1.2). By (1.51) and 2.1.A, vS(f)=(hp) T:(f) where 
Tt f(x) =f(x) if h(x) = 0 or h(x) = 00. Since h is excessive, T&(x) = 0 if 
h(x) = 0. Because m { h = cc } = 0, {h = cc } is Pm-polar. Therefore 
~{h = cc } = 0 since p does not charge Pm-polar sets. Combining these 
observations with (a) we obtain 
v:(f) = W) T!(f) = cLTs(hf) =v,(hf), 
proving (d). 
Coming to (e), it follows from (2.1.1) that PkAf < cx), and by (2.1.2) 
f’!L j,’ fV-,+,I A(dt) = P!L j; f(x,+s) A*(df). 
Let f E &. Letting s decrease to zero we see that A and A* have the same 
finite characteristic measure relative to Pk. From 2.1.A, they then have the 
same a-finite characteristic measure relative to P,. Therefore, as remarked 
in subsection 1.4, A and A* are Pm-equivalent. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.1. 
2.2. We prepare some lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1.61. We 
shall not repeat the notation used in its statement. Note that under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.6.1, the Radon-Nikodym derivative $!(x) of VI 
with respect to V may be chosen so that (t, x)--r tit(x) is .G?+ x8 
measurable, and 0 6 $, < 1. One may also choose it so that tis(x) < $,(x) if 
0 < s d r, but for reasons that will become apparent in Section 4 we do not 
assume this. Of course es 6 @I a.e. V. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. For E, 6, u > 0, one has 
PAfAf,= u [s~lv,(h~,)+&-lyE(h~s)] ds 
s 0 
- u(~E)-’ 5,; j-; F(s, t) ds dt + r,(6, E), (2.2.1) 
where sup,, o r,(6, E) -+ 0 as E and 6 decrease to zero. 
Proof. First note that V(+,+,)= Vt($,)= +,(I/[). If 0 <s< t, a simple 
calculation shows 
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Let I,& = $, - t+QS. Making the change of variable (T = t -s and then chang- 
ing the order of integration we find 
= I Udt I ‘dov,(h~~+,)=S~(u-o)v,(h~~+,)da 
0 0 0 
= 
s 
U+‘(u-s+6)V,(hi,)ds-j;(u-s)Y,(h~S)ds 
6 
= 6 1’ V,(hll/,) ds - u s’ ds 1’ v,(h$,) dt + qU(S, E), 
0 0 0 
where Iq,(6, &)I 6 4a2V,(h). Since E -‘c,(h) is bounded by sup, v,(h), we 
obtain (2.2.1) by writing 
and applying the above to each term. 
We need the following result of Chung and Walsh [CWJ which we state 
as a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let (Q, 8, P) be a o-finite measure space and SJ be the 
Bore1 a-algebra of R. Let cp(t, co) be 69 x 9 measurable. Then there exist a 
countable dense set D of R and a P-null set 52, such that for each w 4 Q. and 
each open interval I 
ess sup cp( t, 0) = sup cp( t, w) 
rtr lEIC-‘D (2.2.2) 
In the next lemma h and v satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.6.1. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Almost surely P’: the limit 
(2.2.3) 
exists for s > 0 and does not depend (P’: a.s.) on the particular choice It/S of 
dFJdC. Moreover there exists a random variable Yo+ measurable with 
respect to the Pt completion of 910, t] for every t > 0 such that ul, 1 Yo+ 
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a.s. Pt as s decreases to zero through any sequence and limsl, Pt YS = 
Pf!&+. rj- s>o 
~I$-~Y,J~I/IJ= P’:YS. (2.2.4) 
Remark. Since 0 < tj, Q 1, one may suppose that 0 d Yy, ,< 1 for s > 0 
and s=O+. 
Proof: Since V is o-finite we may choose a strictly positive p in d with 
V(p) = 1. Define g’ = 0 if t > 0, g’ = T-,p if t < 0. Then g’ is an exit law. 
Since 
W) = j_: V,(P) ds 1 C(P) = 1 as tT0, 
it follows from (1.2.6) that P; is a probability measure. 
Let I,P = 1 - Icls. Then t,F is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the 
excessive measure 
s 
m 
if” = VT, = v, dt 
5 
with respect to V. Consequently by (1.2.9) 
P$( Y; a < t) = Pg Y@(X,) for YEF~,. 
Therefore if t < u and YE 9$ u 
Pg Y$“(X,) = P$( Y; a < t) d P&( Y, a < 24) = Pf Y$“(X,), 
that is, (IL”(X,), g2,, Pf) is a reversed supermartingale on ] - co, O[. Now 
applying Lemma 22.2 with cp( 1, w) = @(X,(w)), there exist a Pf null set a, 
and a countable dense set D of [w such that the relationships (2.2.2) hold. 
But because it is a supermartingale lim,lor,re D +“(X,) exists Pf almost 
surely, and so if 
C= {o: ess lim sup @(X,(o)) # es;,kliinf II/“(X,(o))}, 
11 a(w) 
then P:(C) =O. Clearly 0,; ‘C = C for all u. By Theorem 2 in CDS], it 
follows that 
Pf( C) = Pf( C) = 0, 
where 2 = SW g’ dt = j? T,p dt > 0 by 1.2.A, and v,(g) < V(p) = 1. Now 
Cn{a<t}E.?Ei,, and hence from (1.2.8) with u = g/h because 
v,(h=co)=O, 
P:(C, u(X,), CL < t) = P$(C, a < f < 0) =O. 
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Therefore Ps(C, a < t) = 0. But a =0 as. Pt, and letting tJ0 we obtain 
P:(C) = 0. Since $> = 1 - tj” we see that ess lim,lo $,(X,) exists a.s. Pt, and 
this clearly gives (2.2.3). 
Now suppose $, is another version of dS,/dV. Since II/, A $,y and $, v 5, 
are also versions of dVJdV in showing the uniqueness of !Ps we may suppose 
Q, < vQ,~. Since $, = *.y a.e. V and Cs < C this equality also holds a.e. Va. But 
and it follows from this and 6, < $, that Y, = YJ a.e. P:. A similar 
argument shows that if s, <s2, then Y,, d ul,, a.e. Pt. Hence 
Y,,, = inf, Y,,,, has the asserted properties. Finally, 
6-‘igh$,J = 6-l j’ v,(h$,) dt = 6 -’ j; P:$#‘,) dt, 
0 
and so (2.2.4) follows from (2.2.3) since P:(Q) = sup, v,(h) < co. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. Let m and h be excessive with m(h = co) = 0 and set 
P = Pi. Let A be an additive functional with PAZ < co for some u > 0. Then 
as 2.410 
where 
PA; = CZJ + o(u) (2.2.5) 
c=P :A{t}A(dt)=P I c A(t)‘. o<r<1 
(2.2.6) 
Proqj: Note first that because 
and A] -U, 0] = A]O, u] 0 K,, PA(Z)2 < cc for all bounded intervals I. 
SinceA{t}~8,=A{t+s},(1.4.3)impliesthatP~;;A{t}A(dt)=cuwherec 
is defined in (2.2.6). Similarly defining Zy = A] t - u, t + u[ - A{ t }, one has 
Z;+s=Z;06, and so 
P j’; ZI; A(dt) = VP j’ Z; A(dt). 
0 0 
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Since ]O,u[c=]t-u, t+u[ if O<t<u, 
o<A(J0,u[)2-j A(t) A(dr)<j ZYA(df). 
I%4 1044 
Integrating with respect to P and noting that P jh Z;A(dt) -+ 0 as UJ 0 we 
obtain (2.2.5). 
2.3. We are now prepared to prove Theorem 1.6.1. The existence of 
lim 6 +. A& in L2(P) is equivalent to the existence of lim,, _ o PA: A;. By 
(2.2.4) the first integral in (2.2.1) always has a limit as E and 6 decrease to 
zero, and so A,=lim,,, At exists in L’(P) for each u if and only if the 
limit K in ( 1.6.1) exists. Moreover from (2.2.1) and (2.2.4) 
PA;=2 uP’:y/,dr-Icu. s 0 
(2.3.1) 
Of course, A, is only determined P almost surely for each U. It is shown 
in the Appendix that one may choose this limit so that A is a generalized 
additive functional. Thus the first two assertions of Theorem 1.6.1 are 
proved. 
For the third observe that (2.2.4) implies 
S-lj6 j~F(s,t)d~dr=j’:6~‘v,(hi,)ds+B-’ j6Y,(h+,)df 
0 0 0 0 
+ ‘P;!P&ds s as 810. (2.3.2) 0 
Therefore fc defined jn (I .6-l) is given by K = Plf ul,, , and consequently 
s “PI’Y:ds=rcu+ j” (P’:y:-P;Yo+)ds= KU+O(U). (2.3.3) 0 0 
Combining (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) 
PA: = 2 
s 
u Pa y,. d.q - KU = KU + o(u), 
0 
and so K = c defined in Lemma 2.2.4. Finally, from (2.2.6) we see that A is 
continuous a.s. P if and only if K = 0. 
For the last assertion in Theorem 1.6.1 we suppose that A is an AF. For 
.fE&, 
W,(Xu- r)S(Jf,) = jj v,(dx) PAT dv) f(y) NY) = j” v, + ,(fiF) ds 
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and integrating in t from 0 to u we obtain 
Choose O<pdl with V(p)<oo. Let g=G’p=j,“e-‘T,pdt. Then g is 
l-excessive, O<gdl, and v(g)=S,“e-‘v(T,p)dtdv(p)<co. Let 
cp= [Tg/(h ” 111 . ‘I2 Then cp > 0, cp is bounded, cp2h < g, and t + cp(X,) is P 
a.s. right continuous on ICC, B[ because of 1.3.B. Let f~ &r be bounded by 
M. Then 
Pi (A’,) = v(f2q2h) < M2v(g) < co, 
so (j$)(X,) is in L2(P). We are going to apply (2.3.4) with f replaced by 
fq. Note that if t > 0, 
v,, ,(fvh) = PWv)(x.v+ ,I + PUv)(X,) = v,(.hh) 
as s J 0, sincefq is bounded and P$ is a finite measure. Thus letting 6 -+ 0 in 
(2.3.4) with f replaced by fq one obtains 
PA,(fv)(X,) = i,(fvh) (2.3.5) 
for fE gr;, and then for f E 8. Because cp is strictly positive and bounded this 
gives PA,f(X,) = V,($‘z) for f E 8, and consequently, by Theorem 2.1(c), v 
is the entrance law corresponding to (A, P,_). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.6.1. 
2.4. We now prove Theorem 1.6.2. Let Q(s, t) = s-%,(h$,). By 
Lemma 2.2.3 
q(t) = Iii Q(s, t) - P’: ‘y,. 
Note that Q(s, t) and q(t) are increasing in t. Therefore 
a=limq(t)=PtYV,+ 
110 
(2.4.1) 
exists. Hence given a > 0, there exists t, E 10, a[ such that q(t) < c + a if 
0 < t < t,. Also for each a > 0 and t > 0 there exists s,(t) > 0 such that 
Q(s, t) < q(t) + a if 0 < s < s,(t). Thus for s E 10, s,( t,)[ and t E 10, t,[ we 
have 
Q(s, t) < Q(s, t,) < q( t,) + a < o + 2a. 
Note that 
(SC) -’ j-” j-’ F(s, t) ds dt = 6-l j-” Q(c, t) dt + E-’ 1’ Q(& t) dt. (2.4.2) 
0 0 0 0 
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It follows that if e = 0, then the limit K in (1.6.1) exists and is zero. Conver- 
sely suppose K exists and K = 0. Since 
Q(s, t) = s- ‘V,(h$,) + 0 as tJ0, 
if we let 6 JO and then E JO in (2.4.2) we obtain 
O=lims-l ‘q(t)dt=o, 
El0 s 0 
proving Theorem 1.6.2. 
2.5. Remark. It follows from (2.4.1) that 0 = 0 if and only if Yy,+ = 0 
a.s. Pt. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6.3 
The notation is that of the statement of Theorem 1.6.3. In particular m is 
an excessive measure and h is strictly positive excessive function that is 
finite a.e. m. It follows from Theorem 2.1 (b) (with h = 1) that each V, is 
absolutely continuous with respect to m and, hence, so is V. Let u be an B 
measurable version of dV/dm and let E. = {x: U(X) = O}. Since V(E,) = 0 we 
may choose a version $*(x) of dV,/dV which vanishes on E, for each t, is 
B x 6 measurable in t and x, and such that 0 < ICI,(x) < 1. Then (t, u, w) + 
$,(X,(w)) is a x a x 9 measurable. 
If s < t, then by (1.2.9) 
p!$(X,); X, E E,) = P)(X, E E,, LX < s) < s hdf=O, Eo 
and so 
P;(X, 4 E,, X, E Eo) = 0. 
Let Q denote the rationals and define 
(3.1) 
z(o) = sup{ Y E Q: X,(w) E E,}, 
where the supremum of the empty set is minus infinity. Note 
{Z>U}EP->,. It follows from (3.1) that Pk(X, $ Eo, u < z) = 0 for each U, 
and so by Fubini’s theorem there exists a Pk null set 52, such that for every 
w $ Q, , X,(w) E E, for almost all (Lebesgue) u < T(W). Consequently, since 
t,Gt(x) vanishes on E,, 
esfjim $,(x,(w)) = 0 for o#Q,, u<z(o). (3.2) 
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We apply Lemma 2.2.2 to the function q(u, o) = It/,(X,(o)) and the 
measure PL to obtain a countable dense set D of R! and a Pi null set $2, 
such that the relations (2.2.2) hold. Of course Q, and D depend on t. 
Now fix s E R. Let p E& be strictly positive with V(p) = 1. Let E, > 0 for 
n>,l with ~“10 and put E,= {x: T,“l(x)>O}. Note that Tenp>O on E,,, 
and because of 1.2.A, E, t E. For each n define an exit rule g by 
g’= T s+En--I~ if t<s+h, g’=O if t>s+c,. 
Clearly V( g’) T V(p) = 1 as t t s + E, so that Pf is a probability measure. Let 
$‘= 1 - $,. Then arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.3 we see 
that {V(X,), sa,, P$} is a reversed supermartingale on ] - co, s + .sn[. If 
r < s, let Q, c 52 be such that if o $ Q,,, then for each u E ]r, s[ the follow- 
ing limit exists: 
cp(u+, ~)=yl~y-~D4wqc4 (3.3) 
Then Q,, E 4r,sc and Pf(Q,) = 0. Using (1.2.8) 
0 = pw,,, s < B) = P,(Qm g”(X,)). 
But g” = Tenp > 0 on E, and so P,(Q,, X, E E,) = 0, and letting n -+ co we 
obtain PJi2,,, CI < s < /I) = 0. Therefore 
P)(sz,,, ct <s < p) = P,(h(X,), Q,s, LY < s < 8) = 0. 
Now using (1.2.9) 
0 = P)(Q,,, ci < r, s < j) = PL(f2,,, s < /f, 0(X,)) 
and noting that if r E Q, {z < r} c { u(X,.) > 0}, we conclude that for r E Q 
and r<s 
P~(Q,,, s < fl, z < r) = 0. (3.4) 
Let Q, be the union of SZ,n {s < /I, r <r} over all pairs of rationals 
r < s, and put Q,= Sz, usZ, uQ,. Then Pk(Q,) = 0. Fix o $ Q,. If 
u > b(o), then ess lim,.l, $,(X,(w)) = 0 since $,(A) = 0. If r(o) < u < p(o), 
then there exist rationals r<s such that ~(w)<r<u<s</l(o). Hence 
w 4 Q,, n {s < fi, r < r} and hence the limit cp(u+, o) in (3.3) exists. Since 
o$Q2 it follows from the relations (2.2.2) that 
Thus (3.5) holds for o$Q, and z(o) < UC/I(W). Combining these facts 
with (3.2) it follows that for o$Q, and u#z(o) 
ess lim rl/ ,( X,( w )) exists. 
5 1 u (3.6) 
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Next define 
I 
u+ l/n 
(P,(u, 0) = lim sup n titV,(w)) ds. (3.7) n-03 u 
Then cp is B x 99 x 9 measurable and by (3.6), cp satisfies (1.6.4) with the 
possible exceptional point being t(m). 
Theorem 2.1.1 (d) implies that 
s-lv,(hlj,) = Pi j; s-l j”+s 
u Icldx,) dr A(du) + P!i, j; cp,(u) Ndu)> 
as s JO by dominated convergence (recall 0 Q Ic/, Q 1 ), provided A is con- 
tinuous and so does not charge the possible exceptional point. This 
establishes (1.65). 
We next claim that (p,,(u, w) < ~,~(u, w) a.e. Pk if O< t, <t,. Since 
I+%,, 6 $, a.e. V and V is the distribution of X, under P,, one has $,,(X,Y) d 
tfb,,(X,y) a.s. P,. If q < s, 
0 = MIc/,,Ws) > ~,,(U N < 41 = LCh,(X) ’ 4wJ; 4&)1. 
Since {z<q} c {u(X,)>O}, it follows that for q<s 
and hence by Fubini’s theorem a.s. P,, $,,(X,s) 6 +,,(A”,) a.e. Lebesgue in 
s>z. Consequently by (3.7), (p!,(u, .)<(pJu, .) a.e. P, and then a.e. Pk 
since h > 0. Thus (pO+ (u, o) = lim, _ w cp l,n(~, o) exists a.e. Pk and has the 
property asserted in Theorem 1.6.3. 
Finally, letting t decrease to zero through a sequence and using 
Theorem 1.6.2, (1.6.5), and the dominated convergence theorem yield 
(1.6.6), completing the proof of Theorem 1.6.3. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7 
4.1. Throughout this section m is a fixed excessive measure and we 
assume the existence of a strictly positive p ~8 such that h = Gp < co a.e. 
m. Note that h > 0. The reader should review the definitions and notation 
in subsection 1.7. We shall need several lemmas for the proof of 
Theorem 1.7. 
We prepare some notation for our first lemma. Let E” be the set of 
entrance laws v such that V(p) = 1. Let gP be the g-algebra in EP generated 
by the functions v + v,(f), s > 0, fo 8. Fix V’E EP. We define a map 
i: E + EP by i(x) = v” if h(x) = cc while if h(x) < co, then v = i(x) provided 
v,(B) = h(x)-’ Pr(X, w if t>O; v,=O if t<O. (4.1.1) 
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Note that i is 618” measurable. Also recall that {h = cc } is both P, and Pk 
polar. Finally, set 5$+ = nr,o 910, t]. 
LEMMA 4.1. If B E 6, then i(B) E 8”. There exists a measurable mapping 
CO + vw from (0, &+) to (E”, ap) such that 
P:(zI&+) = P;<“(z), Pt as. (4.1.2) 
for each YE E” and ZE~,~. Let f E d be bounded and such that f 6 cph ~ ’ 
for some constant c. Then 
F(v)= $T,(hf )) (4.1.3) 
defines a bounded &“-measurable function on E” such that for every v E E” : 
4.1.A. Almost surely Pa and P), t + F(i(X,)) is right continuous 
on Ia, BII. 
4.1.B. lim,i, F(i(X,)) = F(v’“) as. Pt. 
4.1.C. Functions of the .form 4.1.3 generate bp. 
Proof: Recall that (E, &‘) is a standard Bore1 space. It was shown in 
Theorem 3.2 of [D2] that (E”, &“) is a standard Bore1 space. (In [D2] it 
is assumed that each v, is a probability, but the argument carries over to 
present normalization V(p) = 1.) Since h is d measurable the space 
E, = {x: h(x) < co } with the trace Eh of d on E, is standard Borel. It 
follows from 1.2.A, 1.2.B, and h > 0 that the map i restricted to E, is injec- 
tive. Since i is measurable i(B) E bp for any BE d with B c E,. See 
Proposition 8.6.2 of [Cl, for example. But if h(x) = co, i(x) = v”, and so the 
first assertion of Lemma 4.1 is established. 
Let X be the class of all probability measures Q on (52,9) such that for 
every tE[W and ZEN,, 
Q(ZlF<,) = P;,,,(Z) a.s. Q on {c.t<t</?}, (4.1.4) 
where P’;X is defined below (1.2.7). Observe that for v E EP, supI v,(h) = 
V(p) = 1. Consequently it follows from (1.2.7) that Q E X if and only if 
Q=P: for some veEP. B y Theorem 3.1 in [D2], there exists a map 
w + Q- from Sz to X such that Q”(,4) is PO+ measurable for each n E 9,0 
and for each Q E 9” 
Q(A I%+ I= QV 1 as. Q. (4.1.5) 
By the previous remarks for each o E 52 there exists v” E Ep with Qw = P$,. 
It is immediate that o + vW has the properties described in the second sen- 
tence of Lemma 4.1. 
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If SE G: and v E Ep, t + v,(hf) = P:f(X,) is right continuous on 10, co [, 
and consequently (t, v) -+ v,(hf) is &J+ x bp measurable first for f~ &r and 
then for f~ &‘. Therefore the function F defined in (4.1.3) is bounded by c 
and bP measurable. If h(x) < co, F(i(x)) = GT,(fh)(x)/h(x). Simple 
modifications of standard arguments how that {h = cc } is Pt-polar. Since 
V( h = cc ) = 0, {h = cc } is also P)-polar. Therefore 4.1 .A follows from 1.3.B. 
Next observe that we may write F(v) = PtZ where 2 = J; T:f(X,) du. 
Also if v E EP, then since {h = co } is Pt-polar we find using (1.2.7) that a.s. 
P: on {act</?} 
p’: Oz w(K4) dzJ I ?a,,, = F(i(X,)). 
Combining these observations gives 
P!XZlS]O, t])=~‘T~f(X,)du+F(i(X,)) (4.1.6) 
0 
a.s. Pton {a<t</l). B ecause of 4.1.A the right-hand side of (4.1.6) is a P: 
a.s. right continuous version of the martingale on the left-hand side of 
(4.1.6). Since Pt(a # 0) = 0 and as t decreases to zero through sequence 
P:(ZI Y]O, t]) + P:(Z/ PO+) = P;,,,(Z) = F(vw) 
a.s. Pf , 4.1.B follows from (4.1.6) and the remark immediately following it. 
Coming to 4.1.C let V be a countable subclass of &r that is closed under 
multiplication and generates &‘. If v E EP, supI v,(h) = V(p) = 1, so Pff is a 
probability measure. Therefore if f~ &“, v,(fh) = Pff(X,) is right con- 
tinuous on 10, cc [. Now suppose v, v’ E EP and F(v) = F(v’) for all F of the 
form (4.1.3) with SE Q and few. Then J, ~~($5) dt = 1, v:(fh) dt for all 
intervals with rational endpoints, and so v,(fh) = vj(fh) for all t >O and 
f~ %. Since neither v, nor vi charge {h = CE } and h > 0, it follows that 
v = v’. Thus functions of the form (4.1.3) with SE Q and f~ 9? separate the 
points of EP, and since (EP, BP) is a standard Bore1 space, we obtain 4.1.C. 
See Corollary (8.6.10) of [Cl, for example. This concludes the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 
4.2. In this subsection we investigate some of the consequences of 
hypothesis 1.7.A. Throughout m is a fixed excessive measure. In order to 
state our first lemma we need to introduce some notation. Let E, E I with 
E, t E and 0 < P,(X, E E,) < co. Define 
&(A) = PAA xo E 4Yf’m(~o E 4). (4.2.1) 
Each Q, is a probability carried by {X0 E E,} c {LX < 0 < p}. Let 
S[O, t + ] = n,, , S[O, s] for t 3 0 and Fy be the usual augmentation of 
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p[O, t + ] by all Q, null sets in the Q, completion, Sk, of 9 [0, cc [. 
Then (F3,ao is right continuous and (X,),,, under Q, is strong Markov 
relative to (F;) with transition semigroup (T,). Recall that a process 
y= (Y,),,, is (F;, Qn) optional provided it is measurable relative to the 
g-algebra generated by the Qn evanescent processes and the right con- 
tinuous processes adapted to (9;). In particular, if Y is (F;, Q”) optional 
and Z is Qn indistinguishable from Y, then Z is (p;, QJ optional. 
The following technical lemma will be used several times. 
LEMMA 4.2.1. Let (Y,),, R be a bounded process such that Y, + ,s = Y, 0 8, 
for all t, se R and (Y,),,,, is (FT, Q,) optional for each n. Suppose either 
(i) YOeFIO, a[ or (ii) there exists a sequence Y’= (Yy),,, of uniformly 
bounded, right continuous, B 2 measurable processes such that YF+ .~ = Yf 0 8,, 
for t, s > 0 and Y$ + Y, as k -+ 00. Then there exists a bounded & measurable 
f such that ,f(X) and Y are P, indistinguishable on ]a, b[. 
Proof. We may suppose YaO and Yk > 0 for each k. Let 
g(x) = P,,,( Y,). Under (i), g E & and we put f = g. Under (ii), we only 
know that g E &*-the o-algebra of universally measurable sets over 8. Let 
gk(x) = PO,,( Yi). Each g, E Q*, and g, + g as k -+ zoo. In what follows q is a 
positive rational. Observe that 
qGYg,(x) = q /Om epy’T, gk(x) dt = P,,,q [0X e -“‘Y: dt + gk(x) 
as q -+ co since Yk is right continuous at t = 0. Each qGYg, is q-excessive 
and it follows as in (6.19) of [GS] that there exist 6 measurable xcessive 
functions f; such that {f $ # qGYgk > is Pm-polar. Let fk = lim sup, j m f;. 
Then fk is d measurable and { fk # gk} is Pm-polar. Finally, f = lim sup, fk 
is & measurable and {f # g} is Pm-polar. In particular for each 
4 (f(x,)),,, is (97, Qn) optional and Qn indistinguishable from 
(gWr)),,w 
If T>O is a stopping time relative to (57) then by the strong Markov 
property, under either (i) or (ii) 
QnEf(JJ,)> T<Bl = QnCg(X,h T<Pl 
=Q,Cf’o,xT(Yd, T<Pl =Q,L-YT> T<Bl. 
Hence f(X,) and Y, are Qn indistinguishable on 10, b[ for each n. From the 
definition of Q, it follows that f(X,) and Y, are P, indistinguishable for 
tx < 0 < t < b. Let C?, be the exceptional set and let 52, be the union of 
0; ‘sZO over all rationals q. Since P, is 8, invariant, P,(sZ1) = 0. If w 4 Q, , it 
is evident that t + Y,(w) and t -+ f(X,(w)) agree on la(o), B(o)[, com- 
pleting the proof of Lemma 4.2.1. 
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4.2.2. Remark. Lemma 4.2.1 remains valid if P, is replaced by Pk 
throughout (including the definition (4.2.1) of Q,) where h is an excessive 
function such that m(h = co ) = 0. 
Here is our first application of Lemma 4.2.1. 
LEMMA 4.2.2. Assume 1.7.A and let y be an excessive measure with y <m. 
Then there exists a finite & measurable function v such that dy = v dm and 
P, a.s., t -+ u(X,) is right continuous with left limite (rcll) on ]a, fl[. 
Moreover, if r < s, then 
P,[ sup v(X,)=co,a<r,s<fi]=O 
r<t<s 
(4.2.3) 
Pm[ sup v(X,)- = 03, E < r, s < /3] = 0. (4.2.4) 
r<,<s 
Proof: By 1.7.A there exists a version w ~8 of dy/dm such that a.s. 
P,, t --t w(X,) has no oscillatory discontinuities. We first claim that there 
exists a u ~8 such that u(X,) and w(X,)+ are P, indistinguishable on 
IX, /?[. In proving this claim we may suppose that w is bounded. (Replace 
w by cp o w where cp is a homeomorphism of [0, co] onto [0, 11.) Define 
Y, = lim sup, _ m w(X, + &. Then Y, 0 8, = Y, +s and Y, and w( X,) + are P, 
indistinguishable on ]cr, %[. Clearly Y, E 9 [0, 00 [ and so by Lemma 4.2.1 
there exists u E & such that u(X,) and Y, are P, indistinguishable on ICC, %[. 
This establishes the claim. 
Note that a.s. P,, t -u(X,) is rcll on ]cr, /?[ and that u(X,)= 
w(X,)+ = w(X,) except for at most a countable number of t. Consequently 
by Fubini’s theorem for f~ Q 
P,Cf(X,) WV,)1 = PmMXt) 4X,)1 (4.2.5) 
a.e. Lebesgue in t. But the left side of (4.2.5) equals m(fw) = y(f) for each t 
while the right side is m(fu), and so dy = u dm. Since y is o-finite, 
m(u=co)=O. Therefore u=u~(~<~) is a version of dyJdm with 0 < v < cc 
and v E &‘. Suppose that we have shown that (4.2.3) holds with v replaced 
by U. It is clear that (4.2.4) follows from (4.2.3). Also (4.2.3) implies that 
(u= a) is Pm-polar and so u=~l(,~,~ has all the properties asserted in 
Lemma 4.2.2. Thus to complete the proof it suffices to show that u satisfies 
(4.2.3). 
To this end choose a strictly positive bounded p E d such that m(p) = 1 
and y(p) < co. This is possible since m and y are o-finite. Given s E R and 
s>O define an exit rule g’= TS+E--l p if t<s+E andg’=O if t>s+e, as in 
Section 3. Since 
m(g’)=mT,+.-,(p)fm(p)= 1 as tfs+E, 
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P”, is a probability, and 
P”,u(X,) = m(ug’) = y(g’) 6 y(p) < co. 
Moreover t -+ u(X,) is rcN on ICC, /I[ as. P”, by (1.2.8). Let 9f = F[t, cc [. 
It follows as in Section 3 that (u(X,), 9,, Pg) is a reversed supermartingale 
for t < s + E. If r < s, it follows from standard results on supermartingales 
-for example, the reversal of VI-T1 of [Mel]-that if D denotes the 
rationals in [r, s] together with r and s, then 
P”,[sup 24(X,) > A] 6 A-‘Pku(X,). 
IED 
If we let A -+ cc and use the right continuity of u(X,) we obtain (g” = T,p) 
0 = P”,[ sup u(X,) = co] = P,,[ sup u(X,) = co, rEp(X,Y)]. 
rQ,<S r<r<s 
Finally, letting E JO through sequence and noting that lJ, ,0 { T,p > 0} = E 
we obtain (4.2.3), completing the proof of Lemma 4.2.2. 
We are now able to sharpen some of the results in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.2.3. Let y, m, and v he as in the statement of Lemma 4.2.2. 
Define z0 = sup{cc -C t -C B: v(X,) = 0). Then almost surely P,, ~~ = 
infj ct < t < j3: v(X,) > 0 ). Here the supremum and the infimum of the empty 
set are taken to be a and B, respectively. 
Proof: Let p, s, E, and g be as in the last paragraph of the proof of 
Lemma 4.2.2. If t < r < s and if q always denotes a rational, then by the 
reversal of a standard result on positive supermartingales 
P”,[v(X,) > 0, inf v(X,) = 0] = 0. 
?<Cf<.S 
Using the fact that t + v(X,) is rcll one obtains as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2.2 that 
P,[v(X,) > 0, inf 0(X,,) = 0, s < B] = 0. (4.2.6) 
T<l’<S 
It is well known that r0 is 9* measurable where 9* is the a-algebra of 
universally measurable sets over 9. See III-44 of [DMl], for example. Let 
z1 =inf{a < t </I, v(X,) >O}. Clearly z, <r,. If 71 < 70, then there exist 
r < s with v(X,) > 0 and v(X,) = 0. Hence there exist rationals q, < q2 < fl 
such that v(X,,) > 0 and inf,, < ,<42 v(X,) = 0, that is, a.s. P,, 
{71<70)c U {v(X,,)>O, inf vW,)=O,q,<P}, 
41<42 Yl<r’Yz 
and so Lemma 4.2.3 follows from (4.2.6). 
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Let m be the fixed excessive measure in Theorem 1.7. Let v = (v,) be an 
entrance law with V a-finite and C<m. Then V’ = jy v, ds is an excessive 
measure with V’d V. Let v and v’ be versions of dV/dm and dV’/dm having 
the properties described in Lemma 4.2.2. We may suppose v’< v. Then 
vr= v-v’ is a version of df,Jdm with 0~ v,< co, v!E&‘, and s+ v,(X,) is 
rcll on ]a, /I[ a.s. P,. Moreover s + v,(X,)) is finite on ]a, p[ a.s. P,. As 
in Lemma 4.2.3 let 
Next define 
To = sup{@. < t < /?: v(X,) = 01. (4.2.7) 
I//,(x) = v,(x)lv(x) if v(x)>0 
=o if v(x)=O. 
(4.2.8) 
Then 0 d $, d 1, et E 8, and II/, = dFJdV. In view of Lemma 4.2.3, s + +,(X3) 
is identically zero on ]a, ro[ and is right continuous on ]ro, /?[ a.s. P,. 
Actualy, using (4.2.6), it is not hard to see that it has finite left limits on 
]t0, /?[ a.s. P,, but we shal not need this fact. 
LEMMA 4.2.4. Let {s,,} be a sequence of strictly positive numbers 
decreasing to zero. Then lim, $,, = 0 except on a P, semipolar set. 
ProoJ: We may suppose that vsn is increasing and that 0,” and $,, are 
decreasing with n. It suffices to show that lim v,~ = 0, or, equivalently, that 
lim us” = v except on a P, semipolar set. Since the measures P t V, it is clear 
that v” t v, a.e. m. Let wn = us”. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, let p > 0 
with m(p) = 1 and V(p) < co. Fix s E R and E > 0 and let g be the exit rule 
defined there. Then for each n, (w”(X,), gt;, P",) is a reversed supermar- 
tingale for t <s + E. Since t + w”(X,) and t -+ v(X,) are rcll on ]a, fl[ a.s. 
P,, the same is true a.s. P”,. Let C9’, = n,,, C?$ and S,# be 59, augmented 
by all P”, nul sets. Then (the reversal of) a standard result on supermar- 
tingales tells us that (w”(X,)- , 9,#, P”,) is a left continuous reversed super- 
martingale. 
Since w”T v a.e. m, it follows that for each fixed t, w”(X,) 7 v(X,) a.s. P”,. 
Then by Fubini’s theorem as. P”,, w”(X,) t v(X,) a.e. (Lebesgue) in t <s + E. 
Let z; = w”(X,)- . Then (z”) is an increasing sequence of left continuous 
reversed supermartingales and so by (the reversal of) a theorem of Meyer 
[Mel, VI-T161 Z, = lim, Z; is left continuous on t <s + E. Here and in the 
remainder of this paragraph we omit “a.s. Pi.” But {t: Zy # w”(X,)) is 
countable for each n and w”(X,) t v(X,) a.e. Lebesgue. Therefore Z, = v(X,) 
a.e. in t. Hence Z, = v(X,)- a.e., and by left continuity Z, = 0(X,)) for 
t<s+E. Let w=lim w”. Then w<v and 
{t < s + E: w(X,) < v(X,)} c (J {t: z: z w”W,)) u {t: VW,)- + V@-Al~ 
n 
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which is countable. Thus {w < v} is P”, semipolar and wn t v on (w = v}. 
Finally, note that it follows by a now familiar argument using 1.2.A that 
{w < v} is, in fact, P, semipolar, completing the proof of Lemma 4.2.4. 
Let + = @I for a fixed t > 0. Then II/ has the following properties: 
4.2.A. $~&,0<$<1. 
4.2.B. Almost surely P,, s -+ Ic/(X,7) is right continuous on ]a, /I[ 
except possibly at one point. 
For the remaining lemmas of this subsection we fix a $ satisfying 4.2.A 
and 4.2.B. Then these results will apply to each $, in later subsections. 
Define 
Y, = lim sup $(X,), 
s1r 
Z, = limJ mf $( X,y). (4.2.9) 
We use the American convention for limits so, for example, lim SUP,~, is 
what the French would write as lim SUP,~ ir, etc. Obviously 0 Q Y 6 1, 
O<Z<l, Yf+s= Y,o8,, and Z,+.=Z,o8,. We claim that (Y,),,, and 
(Z,),>O are optional for each n relative to the filtration (F;, Q,) appearing 
in Lemma 4.2.1. Fix n and let Y and Z be restricted to t 2 0 for the 
moment. Then by IV-89 of [DMl], Z and W are progressive (relative to 
(g;, Q,)-this qualifying phrase wil be omitted since n is fixed for the time 
being). Then 
T, =inf{t>O: Y,#Z,j, T,=inf{tZO: Y,=Z,#Il/(X,)}, 
where the inlimum of the empty set is infinity, are (9;) stopping times. Let 
T= T, A T,. Then a.s. Q, on (T-c/?} = {T-c cc}, Tis the unique point at 
which t + $(X,) is not right continuous. (Recall o! < 0 a.s. Q,.) Given E > 0 
let 
Then Y” is optional and since Y” + Y as E decreases to zero through a 
sequence, Y is optional. Similarly Z is optional. Thus Y and Z satisfy the 
conditions in the first sentence of Lemma 4.2.1. 
Next we shall show that they satisfy condition (ii) in Lemma 4.2.1. 
Define for t z 0 
Y: = sup e-+‘)$(XJ. 
ST, 
(4.2.10) 
Each Yk is 9% measurable. (See the proof of IV-33a in [DMl I.) One 
easily checks that Y, 0 6, = Y, + s for t, s 2 0 and that 
lim 
k-m 
YF = lim sup +(X,) = Y,. 
sit 
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Moreover Yk is right continuous. Hence Y satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.2.1, and similarly so does 2. 
LEMMA 4.2.5. Let I,!I satisfy 4.2.A and 4.2.B. Then there exists a P, 
semipolar set S such that a.s. P, 
{ a< t < p: s + $(A’,) is not right continuous at t > c {t: X, E S}. 
Proof. By the above discussion and Lemma 4.2.1 there exist 6 
measurable functions f * and f, lying between zero and one such that Y 
and f*(X) and 2 and f,(X) are P, indistinguishable on ICC, /I[. From 
4.2.B, 
(a < t < P:f*(X,) +f*(x)} and (a < t < B:f*(Jf,) Z Ii/(x,)) 
both consist of at most one point a.s. P,. Consequently S = (f* #f * > u 
{f * # $} is P, semipolar and has the property claimed in Lemma 4.2.5. 
In the next lemma h is a strictly positive excessive function such that 
m{h=co)=O. 
LEMMA 4.2.6. Let (1/ satisfy 4.2.A and 4.2.B, and let p be a finite measure 
on E not charging P, semipolar sets. Then 
!‘E PGW = AIcI). (4.2.11) 
Proof. Let S be the P, semipolar set in Lemma 4.2.5. Then 
D = E - SE 8 and p is carried by D. To prove (4.2.11) it suflices to show 
that for any sequence (sk) of strictly positive numbers with sk -+ 0 one has 
lim Tfk y? = J/ a.e. on D. For such a sequence let B = f x E D: 
T:#(x) + IclCx)>. Now BE d and we shall prove p(B) = 0 by showing that 
B is Pm-polar. Since h > 0 it s&ices to show that B is Pk-polar. 
To this end consider the filtrations (9;:, Q,) but with P,,, replaced by Pk 
in the definition (4.2.1) of Q,. Let T> 0 be an (9;) stopping time and 
s > 0. Then by the strong Markov property 
Note that {XTc D} c {a< T-C/I}. But Lemma 4.2.5 tells us $(X,+,7)x 
lD(X,) -+ Ii/(X,) 1,(X,) a.s. P,, hence a.s. P&, and finally a.s. Q, as s + 0. 
Consequently by the section theorem { 0 < t < p: X, E B} is Q, evanescent 
for each n, and therefore (0 < a < t < p, X, E B} is Pi evanescent. The 
argument in the last three sentences of the proof of Lemma 4.2.1 shows 
that B is Pk-polar, completing the proof of Lemma 4.2.6. 
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4.3. We begin with a definition. A real valued process Y,(o) is 
P-reconstructable where P is a measure on (L&F) provided it is 
measurable with respect to the a-algebra on R x CJ generated by processes 
Z,(o) satisfying: 
4.3.A. For each t the map (s, w) -+ Z,(o) from [t, cc [ x G? to R’ 
is garxR2, measurable where ga I is the o-algebra of Bore1 subsets of 
Cc a[. 
4.3.B. Almost surely P, t + Z, is right continuous on ]a, /?[. 
4.3.C. Z is bounded and Z, =0 for t outside a finite interval 
la, N. 
If y is an excessive measure with y 4 m and h is an excessive function with 
m(h = co) = 0, then a process Y that is P = Pk reconstructable is also 
Q = PG reconstructable. This follows readily from (1.2.9) using the fact (see 
IV-34 of [DMl]) that under 4.3.A the set of w, such that t -+ Z,(o) is right 
continuous on [a, co [, is measurable with respect o P5a. 
LEMMA 4.3.1. Let y, P, and Q be as just above. Let A” be a Q-continuous 
additive functional. 
Let v be the version of dy/dm in Lemma 4.2.2. Then A(dt) = v(X,) A”(dt) is 
a P-continuous additive functional. 
rf QT]O, 1 [ < 03, then for every positive P-reconstructable Y, 
Q 1 Y,a(dt) = P j Y,A(dt), (4.3.1) 
and for every f E 8, 
Q jd f(X,) A”(dt) 
= P ; f(X,) A(dt) = P, 1’ s o (P)(J-,I A(dt). (4.3.2) 
Proof We may suppose that 2 is continuous. See 1.4.D. Since v is finite 
it is immediate that A(dt) = u(X,) A”(dt) defines a continuous additive 
functional. 
To prove (4.3.1) it s&ices to show that it is valid each process Z satisfy- 
ing 4.3.A, 4.3.B, and 4.3.C. For given n, let rk = a+k/n(b-a), O<k<n. 
Since Qa]a, b[ <(b-a) QA]O, l[ < co, we may write using (1.2.9) 
J= Q j” Z,A”(dt) = lim f 
a * k=l 
=lim i 
’ k=l 
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By Fatou’s lemma this gives 
J2P jbu(Xt)- Z,A"(dt)=P jbZ(A(dQ 
a a 
(4.3.3) 
because, almost surely P, u(X,)) exists and equals u(X,) except for at most 
a countable set of t and A” is continuous. Equality in (4.3.4) and, hence 
(4.3.1), will follow readily for general Z from (4.3.4) provided we can prove 
the equality for Z = 1 7a,bC, that is, QA”]a, b[ = PA@, b[. Let a”(&) = 
l{l,n.“..) (X,) a(&). Applying (4.3.3) with Z= 1 to A”“ results in 
PJ”]a, b[ 6 nP jb u(X,) A”“(dt) <nQA”“]a, b[ < 00. 
a 
Using this one readily obtains from the above expression for J (with Z= 1 
and A” replaced by A”“), 
QA”]a, b[ = P jb u(X,) A”“(dt), 
n 
and letting n + CC the monotone convergence theorem gives 
Q j"l 
u 
Iu>O)(Xt) A(dt) = P j" u(X,) d(dt) = PA]a, b[. 
n 
Finally, using the fact that dy = u dm and Lemma 4.2.3 it is not difficult to 
check that l(“, ,,,A” = 1 ,ro,BC A” = A” up to Q equivalence. This establishes 
4.3.1. 
It sufftces to check (4.3.2) for f~ &,, the first equality then following from 
(4.3.1) and the second from 2.1.A. This establishes Lemma 4.3.1. 
(4.3.4) Remark. Since A” is continuous, in the definition of A it does not 
matter whether we use the version u of dy/dm in Lemma 4.2.2 or the ver- 
sion in 1.7.A. 
The next lemma is contained in [GG]. 
LEMMA 4.3.2. Let p be a o-finite measure not charging P,-polar sets. 
Then pGGm. 
Proof. Let AE& with m(A)=O. Put B={x:G(x,A)>O}. Let G’= 
sr e pn’T, dt for ,? > 0. Since m is excessive, mG”(A) < A- ‘m(A) = 0 and 
letting ,I JO it follows that mG(A) = 0. Hence m(B) = 0, and so 
p?Tl j lB(X,)dt=j m(B)dt=O. (4.3.5) 
la R 
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But t -+ G(X,, A) is right continuous on ]a, j?[ a.s. P,, and combining this 
with (4.3.5) we see that B is PM-polar. Consequently p(B) =O, that is, 
,uG( A ) = 0. Hence PG + m. 
4.4. Finally, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.7. We shall prove a 
number of statements which taken together establish the various assertions 
in Theorem 1.7. We set P = P:, and $, is the version of dij,/dV defined in 
(4.2.8). The reader should review the statement of Theorem 1.7 and the 
definitions 1.7.B, C, and D. 
(i) For every A E d, formula (1.7.4) defines an element v E JV 
By Theorem 2.1 (d) 
v,(h)=P[’ l,,,,(t+s)A(dt)=PA(Z,), (4.4.1) 
0 
where I, = 10, l[ n ]a - s, j - s[. In particular, v,(h) d PA, = 1 and so 
each v, is o-finite. Since h = Gp, 
v.,(h) =j= v.sT,(~) dt = lrn V,(P) dt. 
0 .s 
(4.4.2) 
Combining this with (4.4.1) and letting ~10, we obtain V(p) = PA, = 1. 
Also (2.1.1) (with the h in (2.1.1) being 1) shows that C,<m for each U, and 
hence C<rn. Let (P~(u, w) be the function defined in Theorem 1.6.3-see 
(3.7). From Theorems 1.6.2, 1.6.3, and (3.2) 
CT = !iJy P j-l q,(u) A(du). 
0 
But s -+ $,(X,) has at most one discontinuity from the right on ]ol, /I[ a.s. 
P,, and hence almost surely P. Therefore (3.7) implies that q,(u) = tit(XU), 
tl < u < /I except possibly for one value of U, a.s. P. Thus using the continuity 
of A, 
From Lemma 4.2.4 if we let t decrease to zero through a sequence $, -+ 0 
except on a P,, and hence P, semipolar set. Combining this with II/, d 1 
and PA, = 1, we obtain B = 0. Hence v E JV. 
(ii) For each v E N, formulas (1.7.2) and (1.7.3) define an AF, A E &. 
From (4.4.2), sup, v,(h) = V(p) = 1. Hence v satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1.6.1, and since (T = 0, K = 0 by Theorem 1.6.2. Consequently 
there is a continuous additive functional A” satisfying (1.7.3) and with v 
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corresponding to (2, P,). Therefore according to Theorem 2.1(b) and 
(4.4.2) 
P)A”, = v,(h) = j’ ds j= v,(p) dt < V(p). 
0 5 
Hence by Theorem 2.1 (d) 
V.~v??) = p: j; f(x,+.) A”w. 
Defining A by (1.7.2), Lemma 4.3.1 and Remark (4.3.4) imply that A is a 
P-continuous AF and that 
v,(hf)=P:j’ T:f(X,)d(dr)=Pjlf(X,+.)A(d~). (4.43) 
0 0 
By 1.4.D we may suppose that A is continuous. Takingf= 1 in (4.4.3) we 
obtain (4.4.1). Hence PA, <sup, v,(h) = V(p) = 1. Since I,f 10, l[ n 101, b[ 
as s 10, it now follows from the dominated convergence theorem applied to 
(4.4.1) that PA, = 1. Hence A E ~76. 
(iii) 7= I-‘. 
Let A =f(v) and t=$A). From (4.4.3) and (2.1.2), v,(hf)=C~(hf) for 
s>O and f~8’. Since h>O,v=C, and so n= 1. Let B = [A. Then 
?B = IflA = ?A, and hence B = k by Theorem 2.1(e). Thus fl= 1. 
(iv) For each p E J%‘, v = k(p) E N. 
By Lemma 4.3.2, V = pG<m. Also V(p) = p(h) = 1. Now 
s.-.‘G,(h$,)=s-’ 
s 0 
v,(h\j/,) dr = .c’ j’ pT,(h$,) dr. 
0 
But {h = CC } is Pm-polar and p does not charge P, semipolars. 
p{h=oo}=O. Thus 
Therefore 
s p’V,(h~,) =s-’ 1: p[/zTf(II/,)] dr. 
Because Ir dp is a iinite measure not charging P, semipolars, it follows from 
Lemma 4.2.6 that s-‘V,(h$,) + p(hll/,) as 310, and by Lemma 4.2.4, 
p(h$,) + 0 as t + 0. Therefore CT defined in (1.6.3) is zero and Y E Jf. 
(v) For each AEGzI,~=~(A)EJH. 
It is clear from (1.4.4) that p does not charge P, semipolars, and from 
2.1.A that p(h) = PA, = 1. 
(vi) lkj= l;kjl= 1; j/k= 1. 
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If A ~a, then j.~ =j(A) EJ$! and using (1.5.3), v=k(p) satisfies 
VU) = PT.Y(f) = pm s1 .0x., +I A(df). (4.4.4) 
0 
If A * = I(v), then by (iii), v = Z(A *). Comparing (4.4.4) and (1.7.4) we see in 
light of Theorem 2.1(e) that A* = A. Hence lkj= 1. If v E ,Ir, let A = I(v) 
and p = j(A). Then v =flA) and so by (1.7.4) and the definition of 
j, v, = pT,. Hence k(p) = v, establishing the second assertion in (vi). For the 
third let PE Jz’ and put A = lk(p) and p.+ = j(A)E JZ%’ by (v). Then 
k(p,)=kjlk(p)=k(p). That is, p.+ T,=pT, for each t>O. But 
p(h)= p*(h)= 1 and so neither p nor p* charge {h = co}. Hence, letting 
~:(G!x) =h(x)pJdx) and with a similar definition of $’ one obtains 
,E: Tf = $‘T: for each t > 0. Since # and pt are finite measures not charg- 
ing L semipolars, Lemma 4.2.6 implies that $*(,f) = pi(f) for f~ &r. 
Hence p’:, = ~1” and, in turn, p* = p. That is, jlk = 1. 
(vii) Ek = 1. 
We shall use the notations of Lemma 4.1. Let Y? be the class of all boun- 
ded &f measurable functions F on EP that have properties 4.1.A and 4.1.B. 
Let p E JZ and let A = lk(p). Then j(A) = p by (vi). Let v = k(,u) = RA). Let 
FEZ and put f= Foi. Then by Theorem 2.1(d), (lS.l), (ii), and (4.3.2) 
with Q = P) 
PCf(x,)=v,(hf)=Pf’~(x,+,)A(dt) 
0 
= P J-l Tff(X,) A(d) 
0 
= P) 1’ Tff(X,) A”(d) 
0 
= P) j’ f(X,,,) &it). 
0 
Now let s 10 and use 4.1 .A and 4.1 .B to obtain 
P:E;(v”) = P) s,: f(x,) A”(& = P Jo1 f(x,) A(&) = ph(f), (4.4.5) 
where ,~“(dx) = h(x) ,~(dx) is the characteristic measure of A relative to Pk. 
By 4.1.C 2 generates bp. Since X is closed under multiplication, (4.4.5) 
holds for all bounded bp measurable F. Recall that i restricted to 
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E,, = {h < co } is injective. Taking F = 1 Ep ~ i(Eh) so that Fo i = 0 on E, and 
using p(Iz = co) = 0, (4.45) implies 
Pf[v” 4 i(E,,)] = 0. (4.4.6) 
Fix a point b E E and define X,+(o) = b if vw $ i(Eh) and X0+(o) =x if 
v” = i(x). It follows from (4.45) and (4.4.6) that 
P:(x,+ E B) = /P(B). (4.4.7) 
If BE b, i(B) E bp and therefore X0+ is a measurable mapping from 
(Q, %0+ ) to (E, B). The family & of functionsf = Fo i where F has the form 
(4.1.3) has the properties 1.7.E, 1.7.F, and 1.7.G. 
It remains to show that k”(v) = p. If t > 0 and YE %0+, then by (4.1.2) 
since {h = co } is Pi-polar we have 
P,( Y, t <B)= P’: y/&r,)-’ = P’: YP$h(x,)p = P’: YP,,(t < p). 
Letting t 10 we obtain 
P,( Y) = P’: YPp( 1). (4.4.8) 
For any entrance law ij, PJ 1) = lim,l, v”,( 1), and so if v” = i(x) with 
h(x) < co, then by (4.1.1) P,,,( 1) = h(x)-’ = h(X,+(w))-‘. Combining this 
with (4.4.6) and (4.4.8) gives 
P, Y= P’: Yh(x,+)y. (4.4.9) 
Putting Y= lB(XO+) in (4.4.9) and using (4.4.7) we obtain 
P,(X,,+ E B) = p(B), that is, p = k(v). 
(viii) E=k-‘. 
From (vi), k ~ ’ = jl and so k - ’ = k” is immediate from (vii). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7, it remains to check (1.7.7). If 
ZE%>,, by (4.1.2), (4.4.6), and the definition of X0+ one has a.s. Pt, 
PP(Z I %+ I= cw = p;,x,+ (Z). 
5. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND RESULTS 
5.1. The following example sheds some light on Theorem 1.6.1. Let 
E=R andp,(x, B)=&,+,(B) h w ere E, is unit mass at y. Let m be Lebesgue 
measure on R. Put v, = s0 T, = E, for t > 0 and v, = 0 for t < 0. Then v is an 
entrance law. Note Ed is carried by a P, semipolar set. One easily finds that 
V= lCo,mCm and Vt= lCo,r,m. Thus Gs= lro,a,. Take h= 1. It is clear that 
condition 1.7.A holds for this simple example. (This also follows from the 
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discussion in subsection 5.2.) It is straightforward to check that AS con- 
verges to A( * ) = E,( . ) in L’(P,). Thus the limit A is carried by a and is only 
a GAF. It is interesting to note that (6&)-l j; ji F(s, t) ds dt = 1 for E, 6 > 0, 
but that neither (~6))’ j; ji v,(+,) ds dt nor (~6))’ 1; fg v,($,~) ds dt 
approach a limit as E and 6 approach zero. 
5.2. This subsection contains some remarks about the hypotheses 
1.3.A, 1.3.B, and 1.7.A. Since (E, B) is a standard Bore1 space there exists a 
countable subfamily %? of &r generating 8. Let 0 be the topology on E 
generated by %‘. Then Co is a separable metric topology on E and d is just 
the a-algebra of Bore1 sets. Clearly (E, 0) is a Lusin space. See [DMl]. 
Condition 1.3.A is then equivalent to the requirement hat t-+X, be right 
continuous on ICC, fl[ in this topology. However, we make no direct use of 
this topology and so it seems preferable to concentrate on the family &r 
rather than topology 0. It is well known that under the conditions 1.2.A-C 
and 1.3.A, condition 1.3.B is equivalent to the fact that (X,),,O is strong 
Markov relative to P,,,Y for each x E E. 
Suppose m is a fixed excessive measure and that p,(x, .) satisfies the weak 
duality hypotheses of [GS]. If y is an excessive measure with yem, then by 
(3.6) of [GG] there exists an B measurable coexcessive function w such 
that w=dy/dm. It is well known that t -+ w(X,- ) is left continuous and has 
right limits on ]a, /I[ as. P,. If, in addition, p, is a standard transition 
function it follows from results in [GS] that t -+ w(X,) has right limits on 
]a, /I[ a.s. P,. One may repeat the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 to 
obtain a version u of dy/dm such that t -+ 0(X,) is right continuous on 
]sc, b[ a.s. P,. Then the supermartingale argument in the last paragraph of 
the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 shows that t -+ u(X,) has left limits on ]a, /?[ a.s. 
P,,. In other words 1.7.A is satisfied if there exists a standard b, in weak 
duality with PI relative to m. Notice also that this supermartingale 
argument shows that 1.7.A is equivalent to being able to choose a version u 
of dy/dm such that the process 0(X,) is P, separable. 
5.3. In this subsection bexcessive functions are not assumed to be 
6 measurable. They are, of course, &‘* measurable. We shall discuss some 
conditions on a measure p that are related to the question of whether or 
not p charges P, semipolars. The main result, Theorem 5.3.2, is a partial 
converse to Lemma 4.2.6, or, more precisely, to an unintegrated version of 
it, Theorem 5.3.1. 
We need the following: 
5.3.A. DEFINITION. Let J E + Iw and P be a measure on (Q, 9). Thenf 
is P nearly Bore1 provided there exist fi , f2 E 8’ such that fi <f Q f2 and 
{ fi < f,} is P-polar. 
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Fix an excessive measure m and function h > 0 with m(h = 00) = 0. If f is 
P, nearly Bore1 then it is Pk nearly Borel. 
LEMMA 53.1. Let f E B* be bounded and P, nearly Borel. Suppose there 
exists a P, semipolar SE 6 such that a.s. P, 
(a < t < p: s + f(X,) is not right continuous at t) c {t: X, E S}. (53.1) 
If p is a finite measure not charging P, semipolars, then p( Tf f) -+ p(f) as 
t JO. 
Proof: The proof goes exactly as the proof of Lemma 4.2.6 once one 
observes that Tf f is Pk nearly Bore1 for each t and so for a given sequence 
sk 10, B = {x E E - S, T:k f (x) f* f(x)} is Pk nearly Borel. Therefore 
{t: X, E B} is PL indistinguishable from an optional set. 
53.2. Remark. Iff is a bounded L-excessive function, then f satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5.3.1 with S empty. More generally suppose f 3 0 is 
a bounded b* measurable function which is P, nearly Borel. Suppose there 
exists a bounded I-excessive function g such that P, as. (N < t < fl: 
f(X,) # g(X,)} is discrete; that is, it has no finite limit points. Then f 
satisfies (5.3.1). To see this note that a.s. P, the set on the left side of 
(5.3.1) is contained in {f # g} which is a P, nearly Bore1 P, semipolar set. 
Since both f and g are P, nearly Bore1 one may choose a P, semipolar 
SE&’ with {f#g}cS. 
Recall that Pt,x = h(x)-‘P$ where v; = p,(x, .) for t > 0 and v; = 0 for 
t < 0. If ,U is a measure and v, = pT,, then 
PO,, = 1 Adx) P,,, = P,, (5.5.3) 
while 
P; = 
I 
h(x) p(dx) P& (5.3.4) 
LEMMA 5.3.2. Let pi A%’ and v, = pT,. If Z E FO,, then there exists 
HE 8 such that Z = H(X,+ ) a.s. Pt. 
Proof Since v E JV and &+ c 9,,. it follows from (1.7.7) that a.s. P’: 
CXZI 6,) = P~,X,+V)> 
and so H(x) = P;,,(Z) has the desired properties. 
A function f is nearly Bore1 provided it is P,,, nearly Bore1 for each x. An 
f k 0 is controlled provided it is bounded, nearly Borel, and there exists a 
bounded A-excessive function g such that for every x a.s. P,,, the set 
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WW~f(xJ+g(JW is d iscrete. It then follows from (1.2.7) and 
(1.2.8) that {M < t < p, j(X,) # g(X,)} is discrete a.s. P; where y is an 
entrance rule and q an exit rule. In particular, a controlled f satisfies the 
condition in the second sentence of Remark 5.3.2. 
THEOREM 53.1. Let f he controlled, PEE, and v, =pT,. Then 
lim,lof(~r)=f(~o+) a.s. P,.. 
Proof: We lirst show that lim,,, f(X,) exists a.s. P,. From the defining 
property off it suffices to prove this for a bounded A-excessive g. It is 
evident then that (ee”‘g(X,), PO,,)l,O is a bounded right continuous super- 
martingale. Hence the set of o for which limti,, g(X,(o)) fails to exist has 
P,,., measure zero for each x, and so using (5.3.3) and (5.3.4), this limit 
exists as. P, and a.s. Pt. Let Y = lim,l, f(X,). Since h > 0 it suffices to show 
that Y=f(X,+) a.s. Ptt. Let ZE h&+ so that Z=H(X,+) where 
H(x) = P:,,(Z) by Lemma 5.3.2. Then 
Pp YZ = lim Pt.f(X,) H(X,+ ), 
r-0 
and for t > 0 
PITf(X,) ff(Xo+ I= w;,.“+ f(X,) H(X,+ ) 
= P:T:f(&+) WX,,) = j- h(x) T:f(x) H(x) p(dx) 
by (1.7.5) or more exactly (4.4.7). But this last expression is fi( Tf f) where 
fl= Hhp. Since H is bounded and p(h) = 1, p is a finite measure not charg- 
ing P,, semipolars and so by Lemma 5.3.1 
P:.f(X,) WXo+ ) 4 /4W-) = P:f(X,+ ) WX,, ). 
Since f(X,+) is measurable with respect to the P’: completion of PO+ it 
follows that lim,l, f(X,) =.NXo+ ) a.s. P: completing the proof of 
Theorem 5.3.1. 
We turn now to a partial converse of Theorem 5.3.1. If B is nearly Borel, 
T, = inf(t > 0, X, E B} is a stopping time relative to (c!?:),,” for each x, 
where 9; is the P,,, completion of (7,,, 910, s]. A nearly Bore1 set B is 
thin provided P,,(e- ‘“) < 1 for all x and a thin set B is totally thin if, in 
addition, P,,,(e- ‘“) 6 y < 1 for x E B. One needs to be a bit careful since 
our hypotheses do not imply the zero-one law. However, it is still the case 
that if B is totally thin then for each x, (0 < t < /?: X, E B} is discrete a.s. 
P O,r. This follows in the usual manner once one observes that X,,E B a.s. 
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P,,, on (0 < TB < co >. To see this note that if 0 < T, < co and 
then T, 0 8 ra = 0. Therefore 
Since B is thin P&e - ‘“) < 1 for all y, and hence P,,,(X,, $ B, 
O<T,<co)=O. 
For the next theorem we shall need an additional hypothesis. 
5.3.B. If p and y are o-finite measures uch that p(f) = y(f) for 
all I-excessive functions for all i z 0, then p= y. 
THEOREM 5.3.2. Let p be a o-finite measure on E such that 
limtlofK)=f(&+) a.s. Po,,f or every controlledf: Then, assuming 5.3.B, 
,u does not charge nearly Bore1 thin sets. 
Proof First of all replacing ,u by an equivalent finite measure we may 
suppose p(E) = 1. If A is a nearly Bore1 thin set, then 
B,=An{P,,,(e-TA)<l-l/n}tA 
as n -+ 00. Since T, 6 T, one has 
P&e ~ ‘“n) G P&e - ‘A 1. 
Hence each B, is totally thin. Thus it suffices to show p(B) = 0 if B is 
totally thin. Let cp(x) = P,,,(epTB). Then cp is l-excessive. Letf(x) = 1 on B 
and f(x) = q(x) on E - B. Since (0 < t < 8, X, E B) is discrete a.s. P,,, for 
each x, it follows that {a < t < fi, X, E B} is discrete a.s. P,. Hencef is con- 
trolled, and so lim,l,f(Xt) =f(Xo+) a.s. P,,,. Sincef(X,,+ ) = 1 if X0+ E B, 
one has 
Po,,(xo+ E B) = PO,, ‘v,y Ax,), xc,+ E B). (5.3.5) 
But Pop as.. { t:f(X,) # cp(X,)} is discrete and consequently the limit in 
(5.3.5) is unchanged iff is replaced by cp. But cp is controlled and therefore 
Po,,(xo+ E B) = f’o,,(dxo+ ), xo+ E B). 
Since cp < 1, it follows that P&X,,+ E B) = 0. 
If g is a bounded A-excessive 
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since g is controlled. Hence the measures y(T) = P,,(X,+ E r) and p agree 
on all l-excessive functions, and so by 5.3.B, p =y. Therefore 
p(B) = P,,(X,+ E B) = 0, completing the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. 
If, as usual, we say that a set A c E is semipolar provided it is contained 
in a countable union of nearly Bore1 thin sets, then a p satisfying the con- 
ditions in Theorem 5.3.2 does not charge semipolars. Under additional 
assumptions (for example, if (T,) is a Bore1 right semigroup as defined in 
[G]; see [A]) a P,x semipolar set is the union of a P,-polar set and a 
semipolar set. Under these circumstances it follows from Theorems 5.3.1 
and 5.3.2 that p E ~4’ if and only if p(h) = 1, p does not charge P,, polars, 
and lim , 1 0 ,f X,) = f(x,+ ) a.s. PO,+ for controlled ,f: 
APPENDIX 
We shall show in this appendix that there exists a GAF A such that 
A: + A]O, u] in L*(P). Here the notation is that of Section 2. Hence 
P = P). We change notation slighty by letting I,+,, = $ i,,, and 
A”=A”“=. ;tj,(x,)ds u u I (A.11 
for u > 0. Since 0 <II/,, d 1, A”, 6 nu. It was shown in subsection 2.3 that A; 
converges in L*(P) to a limit we shall call A,*. By (2.3.1) PAZ2 is con- 
tinuous in u. 
We shall base the proof of the existence of A on the medial limits of 
Mokobodski. See Sections X.55-X.57 of [DM2]. The existence of medial 
limits depends on the continuum hypothesis. (They also may be construc- 
ted using an axiom that is compatible with the negation of the continuum 
hypothesis. See the discussion on page 210 of [DM2].) For the squeamish 
reader we shall indicate very briefly a possible approach that avoids the use 
of medial limits at the end of this appendix. 
For the convenience of the reader we summarize the results about medial 
limits that we need. These are taken from Sections X.56 and X.57 of 
[DM2]. If (a,,) is a sequence of positive numbers, then there exists a uni- 
que a E [0, co] denoted by a = lim med a, such that: 
(i) liminfa,da<limsupa,. 
(ii) If (b,) c [0, co[ and b = lim med b,, then lim med(a, + b,) = 
a + 6. In particular if a, < b, for all n, a < b. 
(iii) Let (a, 96) be a measurable space and let (fn) be a sequence of 
positive 9 measurable functions. Let f(o) = lim med f,Jw). Then f is p* 
measurable where, as usual, F* is the universal completion of 9. If Q is a 
a-finite measure on (Sz, 9) and f, + g in Q measure, then f = g a.e. Q. 
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We are now ready to begin the construction. Throughout the construc- 
tion I will denote a bounded interval unless stated otherwise. Define 
Then A,JQ,o, Z) = A,(o, Z+ t) for each t E IR and w E 52. Clearly A,(P) = 
A,(Z) = A,(Z), and so A,(Z) is S(P) measurable. Here P is the interior of Z 
and 1 the closure of I. Note that if Z = I, u Z2 and Z1 and Z, have at most 
one endpoint in common, then A,(Z) = A,(Z,) + A,(Z,). If I= [a, 61, then 
using the notation in (A.l) and (A.2) 
and since 0,(P) = P, A,,(Z) converges in L2( P), and hence in P measure, to 
a limit A*(Z) = AzPu o 8,. In particular PA*(Z)2 = PAZ? u is continuous in a 
and b. Also note that if Z is an open interval disjoint from [a(w), p(w)], 
then A,(w, Z)=O. Now define 
a(w, Z) = lim med A,(w, I). (A.3) 
Then a has the folowing properties: 
(i) a( ., I) E T(P)*. 
(ii) 0 <a(P) = a(Z) = a(f) < co. 
(iii) a(8,w, I) = u(w, I+ t). 
(iv) If I= I, u I, and I, and Z2 have at most an endpoint in 
common, then a( I) = u(Z, ) + u(Z,). (A.4) 
(v) If Z is disjoint from [a(w), p(w)], then a(w, I) = 0. 
(vi) a(Z) = A*(Z) a.s. P. 
(vii) If (Z,,) is a sequence of intervals increasing to Z, then 
u(Z,) r u(Z) as. P. 
The first six properties in (A.4) are immediate consequences of the 
properties of medial limits listed above and the corresponding properties of 
A,(Z). For (vii ), u(Z,) < a(Z) and u(Z,) increases by (iv). From (vi) 
Pu(Z,)* = PA*(ZJ2 -+ PA*(Z)* = PUN. 
Consequently lim u(Z,) = u(Z) a.s. P. 
For each o, let #j(w) be the collection of all bounded open intervals J 
with u(w, J) < 0~). Let 
G(w) = u {J: JE y(w)). (A-5) 
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Thus G(o) is an open set, possibly empty. Using (A.Ciii) it is readily 
checked that G is homogeneous in the sense that t E G(8,o) if and only if 
t + s E G(o) for all t, s E [w. For each o, G(o) is the union of at most coun- 
tably many disjoint open intervals. If I is a compact interval and ZC G(w), 
then a(o, I) < co because there must exist a JE f(o) with ZC J. Using this 
fact and properties (ii) and (iv) of (A.4) it follows by standard real variable 
techniques that for each o there exists a measure A(w, .) on Iw that is 
carried by G(o) and such that if Z is an open interval with Zc G(o) and 
(1”) is a sequence of compact intervals increasing to Z, then 
u(o, Z,) t A(w, I), or if Z is a compact interval with Zc G(o) and (J,) is a 
sequence of intervals in y(o) decreasing to Z, then a(o, .Z,) 1 A(o, I). In 
particular, if K is a compact set with Kc G(w), then A(o, K) < co. The 
possibly empty intervals ]-co, a(~)[ and l/?(o), co[ are contained in 
G(o) and since a(w, . ) vanishes on any compact subinterval of them, 
A(o, .) is carried by [a(w), p(o)]. Next observe that Zc G(B,w) if and 
only if I+ t c G(o). Suppose Zis open, Zc G(~,o), and (I,) is a sequence of 
compact intervals increasing to I. Then 
A(B,o, I) = lim ~(0~~0, I,) = lim a(o, Z, + t) = A(+ I+ t). 
n n 
Thus Z+ A(0,o, Z) and Z-+ A(o, Z’+ t) are Radon measures on G(e,w) 
which agree on all open intervals Zc G(B,w), and hence they are identical. 
Thus A satisfies 1.4.A. 
Let Z be a bounded open interval. Then a(Z) = A*(Z) as. P and hence 
a(Z) < co a.s. P. But a(w, I) < co implies Zc G(w). Let (I,) be a sequence of 
compact intervals increasing to I. Then a(o, I,) t A(o, I) if a(w, I) < cc and 
from (A.Cvii), a(Z,) + u(Z)=A*(Z) a.s. P. Hence A(Z) =,4*(Z) a.s. P. Let 
u > 0 and let Z, = 10, u + l/n[. Then A(Z,,) = A*(Z,) < cc as. P for each n, 
and letting n --+ co we obtain A]O, u] = A,* as. P. In other words Ai con- 
verges to A 10, u] in L’(P). 
Thus it remains to show that A satisfies 1.4.B. To this end fix a not 
necessarily bounded open interval Z and let Z, be an enumeration of all 
open intervals with rational endpoints and with compact closures f,cZ. If 
1, = Cg,, 4J, then 
A,= {w:I~cG(u)} 
Let 2, be the indicator of A,, and define 
B,(e .I = k(u) A”(% .), 
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where A”(o, * ) is the restriction of A(w, . ) to I,,. Since Zn c G(o) if 
n,(o) # 0, each B,(o, .) is a finite measure carried by Z,,. Let J be any open 
interval with J c I,, and let (Jk) be a sequence of compact intervals increas- 
ing to .Z. Then 
B,(o, J) = A,(w) A(o, J) = A,(w) liy a(o, .Zk), 
and so B,(J) Ed*. It now follows from the monotone class theorem 
that B,(Z) E %(I)* for all Bore1 sets Z, and hence B, is a finite kernel from 
(Q, Y(Z)*) to (R, ?8) that is carried by Z, c I. 
We construct the required Ai=,4,, by “disjointing” the B,. Define 
n,(w)=inf{n:Zn,cG(o)} 
nk+ r(w) = inf(n > ~,Jo): 1, c G(o)), 
where the inlimum of the empty set is plus infinity. Note that nr(o) = cc if 
and only if In G(w) = 0. Then I+,) are the successive intervals in the list 
(I,,) whose closures are contained in G(o). Let Nk be all strictly increasing 
sequences of positive integers of length k. Thus if q E N,, then 
v= {11<w ... <qk}. For such an 9, let n(q) be the indicator of 
{nl = vI,..., nk=qk}. Since J.(q) is easily expressed in terms of the 2, with 
n < ylk, n(q) E a(Z)*. For a kernel B and Bore1 set Z let BI r be the restric- 
tion of B to ZY Note that 
1~,,+4L= 1{,,=n$L (A.6) 
and hence the left side of (A.6) defines a finite kernel from (Q, %(I)*) to 
(R, 28) that is carried by I. Now define 
A,(w, . ) = 1 {?lk(oJ) < co} Ato, * ) I (znl;(w) - u Z”,(W)). 
jck 
Then for each o, A,(o, .) is a finite measure carried by I,+) c Z where 
I, = 0. Moreover 
and in view of (A.6), A may be replaced by B,, in this last display. Con- 
sequently each Ak is a finite kernel from (Q, F(Z)*) to (R, W) that is 
carried by I. If ZE @, then 
(-4.7) 
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As n --f cc, the union in the right side of (A.7) increases to In G(o), and 
hence Ck z, A, = A’ = A 1 Z. Therefore A satisfies 1.4.B. 
We now sketch an approach that avoids the use of medial limits. For 
each u > 0 let A,* be a finite 910, u] measurable random variable with 
A”, -+ A,* in Z,*(P). Since for each ?E [w, A;0 8, in L’(P) it follows that 
a.s. P, 
A,*+, =A,*+A;ofl,. (‘4.8) 
For u > 0 let A, = inf,, u AT where q is rational. Then A”, is 810, u+ ] = 
n, > u 910, t] measurable and A, = A,* a.s. P follows from the continuity of 
u + PA** One checks that (A.8) holds with A* replaced by A”. Clearly 
t -+ A”, ii right continuous and finite and A; + A”, in L’(P). Replacing A”, by 
2, - A”, we may suppose A”, = 0 in addition to the above properties. If Q is 
rich enough (especialy it should have killing operators) one may apply the 
method of Meyer-see pages 182-185 and 188, 189 in [Me2]-to con- 
struct a functional (A,),,o with the following properties: 
0) A,+,(o) = A,(o) + A,(e,o). 
(ii) A,ET]O, t+]*. 
(iii) A,=A”,=AF a.s. P. (A.9) 
(iv) t -+ A,(w) is right continuous and increasing on 
[O, co[,O<A,(o)<oo. 
It is important to note that A,(w) need not be finite, although of course 
A, < cc a.s. P for each t B 0. Thus some care must be used in defining an 
interval function. Let 9 be the collection of all bounded half open intervals 
in Iw of the form ]r, s], - cc < r < s < +co. If ZE Y and Z= ]r, s] define 
a(o, I) = As-,(drco). (A.lO) 
Since for t>O, A,eF]O, t+]*, and so if UE[W, A,o8,~S]u, u+t+]*. 
Therefore a(Z)EF]r,s+]* ifZ=]r,s]. If ZE(W, 
and if I, = ]r, s] and I, = Is, t], then 
Suppose J = ]u, u[ and Z, = ]rn, s,] r J. Pick t so that u + t > 0. Using 
(A.9-iii), A,- = A, a.s. P for each s > 0. Therefore a.s. P one has 
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where A*(J) is the L2(P) limit of A,(J) defined in (A.2). Since P is 
invariant a(Z,,) + A*(J) as. P. Similarly if J= [u, u] and Z, = ]rn, s,] LJ, 
a(Z,) + A*(J) as. P. Finally, let y(w) be the collection of all bounded open 
intervals J such that there exists an ZE 9 with JC Z and a(w, I) < 00. Next 
let G(o) = U (.Z: JE f(w)). One now constructs A(Z) as before with only 
minor changes. 
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